
HOUSE No. 1852

To the Senate and House of Representatives:
Chapter 43 of the Resolves of the year 1911, approved

April 6th, reads as follows:

Resolve to provide for an Investigation and a Report relative
to the Proposed East and West Tunnel and Subway in the
City of Boston.

Resolved, That the board of railroad commissioners and the Bos-
ton transit commission, sitting together as a joint board, be in-
structed to consider and report within one month from the passage
of this resolve whether, between the termini for the east and west
tunnel and subway, as defined in section one of chapter five hun-
dred and seventy-three of the acts of the year nineteen hundred
and seven, a route in part under or near Boylston street would be
preferable to the route defined in said act and, if so, to give a gen-
eral description of said route with an approximate estimate of the
cost of construction of a tunnel and subway thereon; and also to
report whether such construction at the present time would in its
opinion interfere with the future proper development of the trans-
portation system within the metropolitan district; and whether a
change of route at the present time would result in such delay in
the completion of said tunnel and subway as would be inconsistent
with the public welfare. The expenses incurred in making the fore-
going investigation, including surveys and plans, shall be deemed a
part of the cost of the tunnel and subway, the construction of which
was provided for by said chapter five hundred and seventy-three of
the acts of the year nineteen hundred and seven.

In accordance with the terms of this resolve the board of
railroad commissioners and the Boston transit commission,
sitting together as a joint hoard, having duly organized and
carefully considered the subject matter of the reference, now
make report thereon within the time limit prescribed.

C&c Commontocaltb of e@assacJ)usetts.
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The joint board in the first place answers as follows the
categorical questions to which

First, we find that a route
it is instructed to reply

in part under or near Boyls
the route defined ” in chap-ton street would be preferable

three of the acts of the yearter five hundred and seventy

namely, the Riverbank sub-nineteen hundred and seven
md west subway in the citytway route, as a line for an e

of Boston between the termini fixed bv or under said act.
Second, a “general description ” of such preferable rou

would be from an open cut in the reserved space in the cen
ter of Commonwealth avenue at its junction with Beacon
street by subway under Commonwealth avenue, the Fenwav,
Newbury street, crossing under Massachusetts avenu

thence passing under private land and land of the city of
Boston to a point under Boylston street, near Hereford street,
thence under Boylston street to the corner of Tremont street,
and thence under the Tremont street subway tracks, or adja-
cent to such tracks on the same level, to a terminus at or near
the present Park street station.

An approximate estimate of the cost of constructing a
two-track subway on such route, with stations at Massachu-
setts avenue, at Copley square, and at or near the corner of
Boylston and Tremont streets, together with enlargement
of the present Boylston street and Park street stations, as
made up by the Chief Engineer of the Boston transit com-
mission, amounts to the sum of $4,700,000; if instead of
building below the present Tremont street subway between
Boydston and Park streets the new subway is located near
the surface of the Common, west of the present subway.

ist would be reduced to about
mare with an estimated cost

it is estimated that the above ci

$4,300,000. These figures cor
of constructing the Kiverbank
same engineer, of $3,700,000.
estimates are prepared is expl

rubway, as made up by the
The basis upon which such

ained below
traction of a subway at theThird, we find that the con

present time on such route would not “ interfere with the
future proper development of the transportation system
within the metropolitan district,” but would on the contrary
be entirely consistent with such development.
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Fourth, we find that such change of rou
time from the route determined by or under chapter

the acts of the year nineteen hundred and seven, namely
Riverbank subway route, would not “ result in such delay

the completion of said tunnel and subway as would be incon
sistent with the public welfare

The reasons which have led the joint board to reach the
above conclusions will now be briefly uresented, wi
explanatory statements. It must be born
reference does not open up broadly the question what yv
be the best route for an east and west subway betweer
termini referred to, which misfit require consideration of the
fiortest and most direct line between them, namely

under Commonwealth avenn the Public Garden and Bos
limited to a decision betwee]
an alternative route located a
Boylston street.” The loin

ton Common. The enquiry
the route now fixed by law and
least in part “ under or near
board recognizes that each f these routes has some ac

ges, and that any decision bevantages and some disadvanta
tween them must be based up' n an effort to give due weight to

ens. In making such compari-various opposing considerati
son the demands of rapid t ansit, present and p
street congestion, probable development of the city both c
mercial and residential, in the respective areas served

3U

nd
the territory contiguous theret construction costs and main-
tenance charges, and the effect
of Boston are some of the imp

on taxable property in the city

jrtant factors which have been
considered, although not the or

The construction of the Ei rbank subway is alread
thorized by legislative act, and the ioint board
any repeal of this act will be made dependent upon actic
which will assure tmstru n
way on another line. The ct route of the I
subway has been determined, ither with th
stations thereon. This rout fie Embar
10-called, with the Charles E Basin on one side and
iection now devoted to high ti

other. This route is well adapted to secure
its total length from the junction of Beacon g (
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monwealth avenue to Park street being about 9,800 feet,
of which about 1,200 feet lies west of the subway entrance,
in comparison with a length of 10,350 feet for the route
above defined by Boylston and Tremont streets; but it af-
fords relatively imperfect connections with any territory
that is now or is soon likely to be devoted to commercial,
industrial or public uses. The construction and use of such
a subway will not in our opinion tend materially to increase
tax values in the city of Boston.

The principal arguments in favor of such a route are
first, its directness, and, second, the fact that it affords serv-
ice to the area near the corner of Charles and Chestnut
streets by means of a station at that point. These arguments
are outweighed in our opinion by other considerations which
favor a subway via Boylston street.

The whole territory along Boylston street, from Tremont
street to Massachusetts avenue is rapidly developing for
commercial uses, offering as it does a natural extension of
the retail trade area of the city. The large tract of land
on the south side of Boylston street, between Exeter street
and the Boston & Albany railroad bridge, at present devoted
to railroad purposes, presents an attractive and feasible field
for future commercial expansion. In addition to Copley
square itself, which is one of Boston’s important civic cen-
ters, the whole area in this immediate territory is rapidly
being devoted in part to religious, educational, social and
amusement requirements. This square is now a centering
point for many surface lines of railway, and the rapid
development of the Huntington avenue section to Massachu-
setts avenue and beyond is creating another largely used
area. The people of the metropolitan district find increas-
ing occasion to reach this section from all directions, and any
comprehensive plan of rapid transit communication which
undertakes to lay out a co-ordinated system adequate to
meet future needs should include a subway under or near
Boylston street with a station at Copley square and pro-
vision for a future subway connection with Huntington
avenue as an important, if not an essential, element.

The route of the proposed Boylston street subway herein
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indicated will, in the opinion of the joint hoard, afford a ready
means of rapid transit for this entire area, and at the same
time serve the whole travelling public of the metropolitan dis-
trict in a more satisfactory manner than the Riverbank route
now fixed by law. There can be no question that the Massa-
chusetts avenue and Copley square stations upon this route
will be used much more largely than the stations on the River-
bank route located at Massachusetts avenue and at Dartmouth
street, and wall be of much larger public convenience.

We believe that developments which have taken place in
the situation since the legislature of nineteen hundred and
seven fixed the Riverbank route for an east and west subway

akened the force of the arguments in favor of that line
■uments in favor of a Bovlstonand have strengthened the an

One of these new elements is
Boylston street, particularly

street route as an alternative.

the substantial improvement

ichusetts avenue and beyond,from Dartmouth street to Ma
for various commercial purpose
creasing public use of Huntii

another element is the in
ton avenue and contiguous

the Boston Opera House,territory from Copley square
and the convenience to theincreasing the importan

public of a subway station at
Another new element whicl

Copley square
iderably weakens the fore

favor of the Riverbank routof the original argument in
id transit purposes between thnamely, its directness for raj
mnd in the fact that it has beentermini named in the act. is f
that this subway should hidecided within the last year

three stations betwTee rmini, one at Massachusettst€

avenue, a second at Dartmc ith street, and a third at the
ut streets. This determination
8S that an east and w T est subway

corner of Charles and Chest
that the public interest requires
should not be built purely for r pid transit purposes between

utlying or suburban districta central station in Boston ar
rengthens the argument in favor of so revising the rout

such a subway as to make the local stations of much greater

public convenience and utilit ban they could possibly be on
theRiverbank route

A further consideration that makes for public

is the fact that a Boylston street subway reaches at the corner
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1remont and Boylston streets an important area largely
r commercial, hotel and amusement purposes; by

the proposed Boylston street route this area can be readily
reached not only from the district between Dartmouth street
and Massachusetts avenue but by travellers entering the
rapid transit system from the west.

While general conditions are sufficient in our opinion to
make this route the preferable one, they are supported by cer-
tain statistics that tend to confirm the views above stated.
The joint board has had counts made, for the purposes of this
report, of the number of passengers getting on and off the cars
running between Park street and the junction of Beacon street
and Commonwealth avenue at all stops on this route. These
counts indicate that of the total passengers passing the latter
point outward bound less than 60 per cent, get on at Park
street and more than 40 per cent, get on at intermediate
points. Of the total number of passengers passing the same
point inbound, apparently about the same proportion, or 60
per cent., go to Park street and 40 per cent, get out at points

outh or west of Park street. Therefore, about 40 per cent,
f the travel between Boston and points to the west would be

better accommodated by the Boylston street route than by the
Eiverbank route, while the 60 per cent, of through traffic
would be accommodated substantially as well.

Such an estimate, however, is necessarily only approximate.
Exact numerical statements in this matter are not possible,
because although we may ascertain the total number of per-
sons boarding and leaving the cars at each stop, it is impossi-
ble to find out the point from which each individual starts or
to which he is going. The appended diagram shows graph-

ally the .result of these count
f the Eiverbank route is retained it would seem that

sufficient number of cars would still have to be run over
the present surface lines to accommodate the 40 per cent,
(approximately) of the passengers desiring to go to or from
points on Boylston street, i.e., only about 60 per cent, of
the present surface cars would be run in such subway. If
the Boylston street route is substituted there seems no doubt
that a considerably greater number of surface cars could be
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taken from the street; owing to the fact that the proposed
subway stations at Massachusetts avenue and at Copley
square would better meet the convenience of a considerable
number of passengers now using surface cars, a larger num-
ber of surface cars would be diverted under ground.

Some modifications are possible in the Boylstou street
route as defined at the beginning of this report. In view of
the complicated nature of some of the engineering problems
involved, and of the fact that sufficient time has not been,
allowed for the completion of detailed studies, the joint
hoard recommends that any act providing for the construc-
tion of a Boylston street subway should allow reasonable
latitude in respect to the exact location.

Some of the data upon which the Chief Engineer of the
Boston transit commission has prepared the estimates for
the joint hoard may be given in tabular form, as follows:

Boyston Street Subway.
Total length of route ....... 10,350 feet
Total length included within limits of stations . . 1,210 feet

Length of subway construction outside of stations . 9,140 feet

Cost of stations and enlargements of existing stations:
New Park street station on lower level . . $500,000 00
Enlargement of present Park street station . 100,000 00
New station corner of Boylston and Tremont

streets on lower level 280,000 00
Enlargement of present Boylston street station . 180,000 00
Copley square station 200,000 00
Massachusetts avenue station .... 185,000 00

Total $1,445,000 00
Cost of constructing 9,140 feet of subway outside of

station limits, including land damages . . 3,255,000 00

Total cost $4,700,000 00

Reduction in above total estimate if subway is located
west of Tremont street subway on same level . $400,000 00

The length of this subway would be increased about
200 feet if constructed west of the present
Tremont street subway.
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Riverhank Subway.
Total length of route between same termini as Boyl-

ston street subway 9,800 feet
Length of route on surface 1,200 feet

Length of route in subway 8,600 feet

Total length included within limits of stations . . 1,275 feet
Length of subway construction outside of stations . 7,325 feet
Cost of stations:

New station at Park street ..... $500,000 00
Station at Charles street 250.000 00
Station at Dartmouth street .... 180,000 00
Station at Massachusetts avenue .... 175,000 00

Total $1,105,000 00

Cost of constructing 7,325 feet of subway outside of
station limits, including land damages . . 2,595,000 00

Total cost $3,700,000 00

With reference to delay, after signature of lease a contract
for a section of the Riverbank subway might be let in about
two months, and a similar contract for a section of the
Boylston street subway, which would require some field
work, in three or four months. Either subway might be
completed in about two or two and a half years from date
of beginning construction, assuming no legal delays to inter-
vene.

Suggestions of applications for injunctions or other legal
proceedings by private interests affected along either route
should not in our opinion control a decision of the question
if route upon its merits. If an act authorizing the con
fraction of the Boylston street subway on the route above

defined provides for the payment of any damages to prop-
erty rights, if any such exist, which may be suffered through
the location in Commonwealth avenue of the open cut giving
entrance to the subway, we do not believe that possibilities
of delay through legal proceedings need influence the deci-
sion of the legislature.
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The only remaining question is the attitude of the Boston
Elevated Hallway Company. The joint board has not con-
sidered that it was called upon under the terms of the refer-
ence to endeavor to secure from this Company a formal
statement as to its willingness to give up its present legal
rights, which are of course well known to the legislature, in
respect to the construction and lease of the Eiverbank sub-
way. We have assumed from the terms of the resolve that
the legislature desired the question of the preferable route

board regardless of the atti-to be considered by the joint
this question to be dealt withtude of the Company, leaving

by the legislature itself.
We believe, however, in vi w of the important bills n

affecting the future statuspending before the legislature
the Boston Elevated Railway Company in relation to con-
solidation with the West End Street Railway Company
extension of leases, and building of additional subways, that
it should be possible to make some arrangement which would
secure final action by the company within a short period c
time in respect to acceptance by it of a change of route, an
which would ensure the early building of the east and
übway upon such route as the legislature finally determines

to be the most desirable.
Mr. George G. Crocker on recount of interest did not sit

with the joint board in the consideration of this resolve.this resoL
Mr. Horace G. Allen dissents files a minorit

WALTER PERLEY HALL. Chair
GEORGE W. BISHOP.
CLINTON WHITT

Board of Railroad Comv,

GEORGE F. SWAIN
•IOSTATI QUINCA
JAMES B. NOYT

Boston Transit Commission.
May 1, 1911
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Boston, Mass., May 1, 1911

To the Senate and House of E epresent at ives

As I am unable to agree with the conclusions reached by
the majority of the joint board I wish to state my reasons

dissenting from the report.
he general court asks three question

First, whether a two track subway between the junction
of the three roads and Park street, having a route in part
under or near Boylston street, would be preferable to the
Riverbank subway authorized by section 1 of chapter 573 of
the acts of the year 1907.

Second, whether the construction of such a subway would
interfere with the future proper development of the trans-
portation system.

Third, whether a change of route, at the present time,
would result in such delay in the completion of the subway

would be inconsistent with public welfare
I will answer these questions in the order above stated.
First, the Riverbank subway was authorized as a substi-

tute for the east-side subway, so-called, and at the time the
statute was passed the legislature must have considered that

asons for the construction of
o some of these reasons:
and rapid route for all per-

)f the three roads desiring to

there were sufficient public n
such a subway. I will refer

(a) It would form a direct
sons arriving at the junction <

facilities to a section of B'It would afford transit
ton, east of Massachusetts avenue and north of Common
wealth avenue which is substantially without transit facili
ties of any kind.

' c ) It would entirely relieve congestion upon the surface
Boylston street for many years.

(d) In connection with the Cambridge subway it would
•elieve the long continued and constantly increasing conges-

n at the present Park street subway station
I consider that the foregoing reasons exist to-day, are

sound, and are as convincing as when the act was passed in

Park street

190
The majority report concedes that about 60 per cent.
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of the passengers in cars at the three roads desire to he
carried to Park street. We therefore have at present a ma-
jority of the traveling public upon such lines who will lx
accommodated better by the Eiverbank subway than by any
suggested substitute. I believe that the rapid future de
velopment along such lines west of the three roads will
materially increase this percentage

In considering the 40 per cent, of passengers which the
urface cars between the threemajority report finds leave the

roads and Park street, it should be borne in mind that this
percentage includes all who are going to the South station
or its vicinity and now are obliged to obtain transfers, to
leave the car at the station at the corner of Boylston and
Tremont streets, and to take a surface car to their destina
tion. There are upwards of 1300 such passengers each way,
each day. All of these passengers would be much better
accommodated by being taken to Park street and there con-
necting with any future subway which may be authorized
to the South station. Eurther deductions should be mad
from this 40 per cent, of the passengers at the three roa
who do not wish to go to Park street, as follow

1. The inward bound passengers who leave the car at
Charlesgate East, corner of Beacon street and Massachuset
avenue, or the stop on Massachusetts avenue between Marl
boro street and Commonwealth avenue, for the reason thi
these passengers would be as well or more conveniently serve
by the Riverbank subway. A count taken by the joint board
shows that there are over 1300 of such passengers a d

The inward bound passengers leaving the car on MassaM

chusetts avenue between Commonwealth avenue and Nc
bury street and at the corner of Massachi
Boylston street, because to these j
of a subway along the route propose'

is compared with the short haul on the surfa
sence of congestion, would be trifling, and th
}f such passengers should not weigh in f;
ibstitute. A count taken shows that there are over 2850

uch passengers a day.

It is therefore apparent that so far as serving
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gers who come to the three roads, an overwhelming majority
would be as well or better served by the Eiverbank subway.

( b ) It must be conceded that the Eiverbank subway
would more conveniently serve people desiring to go to or from
the region north of Commonwealth avenue, including those
who would use the proposed station at Charles street, than
a Boylston street subway. While it is true that this section
at present is occupied principally for residences, it is equally'
true that such residents and a very large number of pro-
fessional men doing business and receiving patients there,
as also residents of that portion of Beacon hill and the West
End contiguous to the Charles street station, have a right
to better transit facilities than are now afforded them.
Among the protests received by this joint board were several
from people who had purchased property in this section for
improvement and investment, relying upon the provisions
of the Eiverbank act, the same having been accepted by the
railway company. I believe further that the portion of the
Eiverbank just completed between Massachusetts avenue and
Charles street should have transit facilities such as will be
afforded by the Eiverbank subwav.

I now wish to consider what substitute the majority has
found preferable to a Eiverbank subway. The route consid-
ered is not accurately defined, but substantially it is a two-
track subway with an incline in Commonwealth avenue at
its junction with Beacon street, thence under the Fenway,
Newbury' street, Boylston street, and under or adjacent
to the present subway' from Church street or thereabouts to
Park street, with stations at Massachusetts avenue, Copley'
square, and at the corner of Boylston and Tremont streets.
Such a route is about 1,750 feet longer and the estimated
cost is $1,100,000 greater. Such a subway would relieve
the congestion at Park street and, for the time being, the
congestion on Boylston street, but would not, in my opinion,
affect the taxable value of the land on Boylston street now
used by the Boston & Albany railroad as a train yard, nor the
taxable value of any property in Copley square, nor of that
between Copley square and Tremont street. The taxable
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value of this region undoul
adjacent, particularly along
increase in value and rapn
it will not be because of
subway in Boylston street,
joint board’s report. It w

teddy will rise and the ten
Huntington avenue, will gr

ily develop but, in my opinio:

the construction of a tw
with stations as proposed in th
ill be a development which will

oon demand proper and
reater in scope than those

iequate transit facilities far
now proposed in the i

the majority. I cannot b
route, with stations as ind

lieve that the proposed subway

ated in the report, will sati
and merchants who have bithe Boylston street owner;

most earnest in their opposition to the Eiverbank subway, a
it is difficult to see what good such a subway can do businc
interests on Boylston street between Clarendon and Tremor
streets. Passengers at the three roads desiring to leave tl
car between Copley square and the corner of Tremon
Boylston streets would be m rch better served by transit o:

ion, leaving the car at thei
n

the surface without con

exact destinations, than by be ng obliged to go to the snr
face and walk from the ne it subway station. For th
foregoing reasons, and becau I believe that the Eiverband
subway has been needed for years, and that a proper sub-
way in Boylston street, as hereinafter referred to, will be
needed in the future, I cannot assent to the proposition that
the legislation authorizing the former should be repealed
and that a substitute should be provided at this late day.

Second, would the propo:
interfere with the future pr
portation system?

sd subway in Boylston stree
per development of the trans

In my opinion it would,
present an increasing need f

most seriously. There i
r a two track subway foribway for p.

sengers arriving at the three roads. Any proposition t(
locate such a subway where it would interfere, in any way
with a proper subway or subways to accommodate Boyls
ton street and Huntington avenue traffic in the future, ir
my opinion, would be a mistake. A two track subway frorr
the three roads constructed at once will not more than meei

the present and future growth of traffic using it. Any pr
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sition to have it bear the Boylston street and Huntington
avenue traffic, in addition to its own, would be unreasonable
from a public standpoint and the existence of the subway
proposed in Boylston street would necessarily interfere with
provision which must be made in the future for a proper
handling of the Boylston street and Huntington avenue
traffic. There is an immense territory within the limits of
the city of Boston adjacent to the western part of Boylston
street and Huntington avenue, and it is a territory which,
when developed, will require all the space under Boylston
street between Copley square and the Common which should
he reasonably availed of for transit purposes.

Third, would a change of route result in delay incon
latent with the public welfare ?

I answer that, in my opinion, it would do so. It is of
course a question which must he answered by individual
judgment. I have founded my opinion upon a consideration
of certain facts and from the lessons of experience. As has
been said, the proposed subway is about 1,750 feet longer than
the Biverbank. This, however, does not prove that one
would take longer to build than the other, although such
might well be the case with reasonably economical construc-
tion. But it must be apparent that reasonable construction
of the Biverbank subway can proceed with much greater
speed than such a construction of the Boylston street sub-
way. The former will be open-cut, with an opportunity to
work day and night to a point near Charles street, and
thence by tunnel under the hill in which work can be carried
on day and night; with the exception of adjusting sewer out-
lets, it is substantially free from the costly and slow process
of removing and rebuilding sewers and their connections,
removing and relocating waterpipes, and overcoming the
difficulties which are always met with in excavating under
city streets. The Boylston street subway, built with a proper
regard for the rights of the public on the surface of the
street, would necessitate a cessation of day work, in whole
or in part, in sections under Boylston street, and would en-
counter far greater obstacles and difficulties than would be
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found in the construction of the Eiverbank subway. Pass-
ing from these material differences, we should consider what
experience has taught us in the matter of delay. The Eiver-
bank subway act was approved June 28, 1907, and was to
take effect upon its acceptance by the railway company within
two months after its passage. It was accepted by the rail-
way company on July 26, 1907. Its construction could not
be begun without the assent of the railway company until
the expiration of a year from the completion of the Washing-
ton street tunnel. This tunnel was opened November 30,
1908. The company was asked to consent to the beginning
of construction earlier, and, entirely within its rights, did
not give such assent. Delays were occasioned by questions
arising as to the location of the western terminus. The
decision of the Boston Transit Commission fixing the sta-
tions was appealed from and finally confirmed by the Board
of Eailroad Commissioners, and, on April 22, 1910, a rough
draft of the contract for the proposed use of the Eiverbank
subway was sent to the Boston Elevated Eailway Company
for its alteration or suggestions. Probably on account of
the agitation for the repeal of the Riverbank act, no altera-
tions have been suggested or made as yet by the company,
nor has the contract been executed. With the exception of
the provision as to beginning work, I know of no reason
why practically all of these delays and others may not occur
before beginning the construction of a substitute for the
Riverbank subway. I have not the slightest criticism to
make of any of these delays. I assume they all were legal,
proper and necessary, but I point them out merely as in-
stances of what may happen to prevent the beginning of work
upon a subway after the same has been duly considered,
found necessary, and authorized by the legislature. Matters
preliminary to executing a lease and beginning work on the
Riverbank subway have been pretty well threshed out and
it is undoubtedly true that if the contract is executed by
the company, actual work may be begun within sixty days
and completed in about two years.

The report of the majority states that a contract for a sec-
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tion of the Boylston street subway might he let in three or
four months after the execution of a lease. It seems to me
that this has no bearing upon the question at issue, and I
do not find in the report even a prediction as to what time
would probably elapse between the passage of an act author-
izing a substitute and the actual beginning of construction.
This is a question in which the public is particularly inter-
ested. The report states “in view of the complicated nature
of the same and the engineering problems involved and of
the fact that sufficient time has not been allowed for the com-
pletion of detailed studies, the joint hoard recommends that
any act providing for the construction of a Boylston street
subway should allow reasonable latitude in respect to the
exact location.” Reasonable latitude, although sometimes
and, perhaps, always necessary in subway legislation, usually
causes delay. On any substitute the legislature or the Bos-
ton transit commission will have to consider and act upon the
same questions considered in connection with the River-
bank subway, the exact location of the subway, the consent
of the company, the location of the western terminus or
incline, the number and positions of stations, the extensive
changes which would he req
street and Park street station

rired in the present Boyl

s. All of these would have to
the railway company to appeal
commission should be as care-
acts. Moreover, it should be
majority report, that the con-

he determined. The rights of
from decisions of the transit
fully guarded as in previous
noted that the findings of the
struction of a substituted subway might he begun in three
or four months after signing a lease, is on the assumption
that no “ legal ” delays intervene. The transit commission,
in considering the question of the western terminus of the
Riverhank subway, had called to its attention several ques-
tions of law hearing upon the location of an incline within
the lines of Commonwealth avenue, and it is not necessary
to decide that such contentions are legal or illegal in order to
appreciate that actions to determine the same might cause
serious delay in the completion of the subway.

I have no knowledge as to whether the assent of the rail-
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“ in view of the important bill
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ion upon the matter. It certa

now pending before the
atus ” of the company. Wny

assent or to express our opin
nly can have no bear upon

rablethe question whether the Boylston street route is p
to the Kiverbank from the view point of the publi
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NHORACE G. ALLI
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